GoFAST by CEO-Vision
The ECM Collaborative platform that delivers real productivity gains

Real ECM “Inside”
Based on Alfresco Community, the world leader in Open Source ECM technologies, ECM is the heart of the GoFast platform. Our big value: when upgrading GoFAST, we upgrade the component Alfresco for you. GoFast removes the limitations of the file server as versioning, multifiling, etc. In your office or traveling, you get a multi-channel access to your content, even offline.

A Collaborative Tool
Adding or modifying documents, commenting, annotating, moving, etc. GoFast informs the users involved about all actions made by colleagues in a “digest” email with links to the files: one mail rather than dozens per day. The files are no longer sent by email, no one is forgotten, everybody has the right version and your email inbox is breathing.

Corporate Social Network - Intranet
Although centred on excellence in the document collaborative management, GoFast does include useful features for Social Networking as profiles and directories management, forums, wikis, micro-blogging and chat. The GoFast platform can replace in some cases a non-collaborative intranet and in any case serve as an extranet, to share with partners.

The Best of Open Source Technology
CEO-Vision SAS methodically selected and integrated the best open source technologies (Alfresco, Drupal, Solr, Bonita, etc.) and developed an interface aiming the best “user experience”. GoFast is easily integrated in your IT environment thanks to open standards (CMIS, WebDAV, etc.). Moreover, GoFast avoid technology locking: LibreOffice or Office, Windows, Mac, Linux.

Integrated Workflow – BPM
With the integration of Bonitasoft (leading editor of Open Source Workflows software) GoFAST can design any process: IT, HR, Quality, Procedure, etc. Dematerialize complex workflows and assign tasks on a document, as “for information”, “for contribution”, “for validation” or even “for signing” is now simple and no more overpassed deadlines thanks to automatic reminders.

Efficient Search Engine – Contents Filing
The powerful search engine based on Solr, has been specifically optimized to be effective, even with tens of thousands of files. GoFast offers a full text indexing allowing you to search even the content of a cell in an Excel file. To improve filing, documents can be described by categories, labels, importance, etc. Results can be filtered by many criteria.

Simple and Delegable Administration
The administration is no longer reserved to the IT department or a full time employee. Each service can manage its own collaborative spaces (create users, projects, groups, etc.). This offers reactivity, flexibility and more autonomy to teams. The General Administrator accesses advanced features that enables various audit trails.

Packaged-Quality of Service—All inclusive
The GoFast concept, based on the integration of Open Source components is a real innovation: It offers reliable and sustainable technology at a very competitive price! Operational in 24 hours, GoFast can run as a Cloud application or OnPremise. The package includes platform installation, updates (including Open Sources bases), maintenance and a 5/7 support.

Some customers (Government Agencies in France and Belgium and private companies):

BTC, CTB
AUVERGNE – RhôneAlpes
AGS
Belgian Development Agency
LA GARANTIE DES SALAIRES
Technopole Archamps | 178, rue des Frères Lumières | 74160 Archamps – France | 15 min from Geneva Airport